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Abstract
This paper presents an analysis of the expressive power of algebraic tables, especially recursive
algebraic tables, via an adaption of Friedman’s effective definition schemes (eds). By separating
tables (that serve documentation roles) from eds (that serve a generalised mathematical approach)
a clean semantics of algebraic tables can be given independent of the type of table. We define (1)
the class of recursive algebraic tables, (2) recursive eds and (3) a simple mapping from a recursive
algebraic table to a recursive eds. Operational and denotational semantics are given for recursive
eds. To compare the expressive power of recursive tables to that of while-array program schemes a
recursive eds machine is constructed that “implements” recursive eds. © 2002 Elsevier Science Inc.
All rights reserved.
Keywords: Tables; Universal algebra
1. Introduction
Tables are a documentation tool for software engineering. Their use during requirements
and design software phases and reverse-engineering tasks creates a precise specification
that has a role in subsequent software engineering activities, for example automatic code
generation, testing, verification and maintenance.
A table is a generic container structure consisting of numerous cells. Let T(, X) be
the class of sorted terms constructed from a many-sorted signature  and set X of sorted
variables. Then an algebraic table is simply a table whose cells are members of T(, X).
The investigations of this paper are centered on the use of algebraic tables to document
functions. For a discussion of the implication of these results for other types of tables
reported in the literature, see Section 6.1.
Although it is not difficult to see that the class of algebraic tables, although expressive
in practical terms, is inadequate for defining the class of computable functions, this leaves
two open questions.
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1. What are algebraic tables computationally equivalent to?
2. How can we extend algebraic tables to be equivalent to the class of computable func-
tions?
To answer both questions we choose to separate the tabular rendering of a function
from the function’s mathematical structure. Fortunately, the tables community agrees that
the mathematical structure underpinning a table is definition-by-cases. Unfortunately, each
new type of table was given a separate description of the cases it documented (e.g. see
[5,14]) until [9] presented a generalisation of how a table may be mapped to the raw cases 1
of a function/relation. Abraham [1] augmented these to generalise the construction of com-
bined cases from the raw cases. She also demonstrated that the various types of tables
reported in the literature can be derived from these general constructions by specialisation.
Algebraic tables are no exception.
To answer our first question, we note that the decisions of an algebraic table form a
finite effective definition scheme (finite eds) and, furthermore, Tiuryn [15] demonstrated
finite eds to be equivalent to straight-line programs. 2
To answer the second question we consider how to alter an algebraic table. There are
two ways to do this: we can alter the structure of the tables themselves or we can alter the
contents of the table.
By extending the size of a table to be infinite, i.e. a table of finite dimensionality that
contains an infinite number of cells, its decisions form an effective definition scheme (eds)
as defined in [3]. In addition, eds are known to be capable of defining the class of comput-
able functions. For further details on the construction of infinite tables, see [19].
An alternative approach is to include a recursive call in the cells of the table. Recursion
has proved a useful tool in expressing and understanding algorithms by its ‘divide-and-con-
quer’ approach and it is featured in many programming languages. It may arise naturally
from the algebraic structure of data (for example the natural numbers, strings and trees)
or the definition of a function by a system of equations. Recursive tables are useful in
documentation for similar reasons that recursion is sometimes useful in programming.
In this paper we will define recursive algebraic function tables and show how to con-
struct recursive effective definition schemes (recursive eds) from them. Recursive tables are
a finite construction, and hence the recursive eds are also finite. The finiteness of recursive
tables is beneficial for documentation purposes. Both operational and denotational seman-
tics of the recursive eds will be defined. Either may be used for the semantics of recursive
algebraic function tables by simply mapping a table to the decisions it documents. These
two semantics are shown to be equivalent.
It is easy to see in principle that including recursion with tables leads to the class of
computable functions, although this has not been explicitly reported in the literature. We
remedy this situation by explicitly proving that recursive effective definitions adequately
define the class of computable functions.
To do this we use the while-array language of Tucker and Zucker [17] as a represen-
tation of the class of computable functions. We demonstrate how to simulate a recursive
eds by a while-array program and vice versa. A recursive eds machine is defined to sim-
ulate the execution of a recursive eds. Such a machine can be easily implemented by a
1 We use the words “case” and “decision” interchangeably.
2 A straight-line program is one composed from the following constructions: assignment, sequence, and
if-then-else.
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Fig. 1. Signature bool of the booleans.
while-array program. This machine is of special interest as it provides a definite mecha-
nism for implementing recursive eds.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the necessary prelimi-
naries are covered. Then, in Section 3, the recursive algebraic tables and recursive eds are
defined together with the mapping from the former to the latter. Section 4 gives the op-
erational and denotational semantics and outlines the proof structure of their equivalence.
The analysis of the expressiveness of recursive eds is in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we
consider how other tables reported in the literature relate to algebraic tables and on how the
semantics of recursive tables has been overlooked. We also summarise the contributions of
this paper.
I would like to thank John Tucker for proposing the use of eds as the model of com-
putation for tables and supervising my research studentship at Swansea. I would also like
to thank Jeff Zucker for his assistance with the semantics of the recursive eds during a
two-week visit to McMaster University in December 1995.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Many-sorted signatures and algebras
A signature is a pair  = (S,Funcs) of a set S of sorts and a S∗ × S-indexed family
Funcs of sets of typed function names; a function f ∈ Funcsw→s is typed w → s, where
w = s1 × s2 × · · · × sn ∈ S∗ and s ∈ S. We identify the special functions f ∈ Funcsλ→s ,
for λ denoting the empty string of sorts, as constants. Fig. 1 shows an example signature
bool of the booleans.
A vector type u→ v, where u = u1 × u2 × · · · × un ∈ S∗ and v = v1 × v2 × · · · ×
vm ∈ S∗, is the type of a vector f = (f1, . . . , fm) of functions typed fi : u→ vi for 1 
i  m.
A -algebra A provides a semantics for the sorts, constants and functions named in :
the carrier set As holds the values of sort s ∈ S, cA ∈ As is the value of the named constant
cs and fA : Aw→As is the meaning of the named function f : w→s. AlgebraB in Fig. 2
is a bool algebra. We assume A is a total algebra, i.e. every function in A is total. An
algebra A is standard just in case it is an expansion 3 of the algebraB of booleans displayed
in Fig. 2; A is N-standard just in case it is an expansion of the algebra N displayed in
Fig. 3.
3 An algebra A is an expansion of an algebra B when A contains at least all of the sorts, constants and functions
of B.
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Fig. 2. The bool algebra B of booleans.
Fig. 3. The algebra N of natural numbers.
Let A be an algebra. Then the algebra A∗ models finite unbounded sequences (or arrays)
of data from A. An array that stores data of sort s from A is itself sorted as s∗ in A∗. An
array is a pair a = (α, l) of:
1. a function α : N → As to store the contents of the array; α(i) = value in array at ith
index;
2. a witness l ∈ N to the finiteness (or length) of a, i.e. only cells of the array indexed
below l may be used to store values.
A detailed account of the construction of A∗ from A is given in [17].
2.2. Terms
Let X be a set of variables typed from the sorts in . An assignment of the variables
in X is a map σ : X → A; for a variable xs ∈ X, σ(xs) ∈ As denotes the value held by
the variable xs . The function space [X → A] is the set of all possible assignments. For a
list 
x = xs11 , xs22 , . . . , xsnn of variables, σ [
x] = (σ (x1), σ (x2), . . . , σ (xn)) ∈ Aw. Two as-
signments σ, σ ′ : X → A are equal relative to 
x, σ ≈ σ ′ (rel 
x), when σ [x] = σ ′[x]. To
replace the values of variables 
x in an assignment σ : X → A with new values 
a ∈ Aw we
write σ 〈
a/
x〉.
A term of sort s over a signature  and a set X of typed variables is either a variable
xs ∈ X, a constant cs from  or an application f (t1, . . . , tn) of a function typed w → s
to appropriately typed terms. Let T(, X)s denote the set of all s-sorted terms and, for
any term t ∈T(, X)s, var(t) ⊆ X be the set of all variables occurring in t. LetT()s =
T(, ∅)s be the set of ground terms. By assuming the instantiation principle applies to
T()s an instantiation term t ∈T()s can be selected for any sort s.
A term t ∈T(, X)s has a semantic value a ∈ As from a -algebra A under an assign-
ment σ : X → A given by the term evaluation map
tes :T(, X)s × [X → A] → As
defined by structural induction on t in the usual manner.
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Let t ∈T(, X)s be a term where var(t) = {xs11 , . . . , xsnn } and select a term ti ∈
T(, X)si for each variable x
si
i ∈ var(t). The substitution of t’s variables x1, . . . , xn with
terms t1, . . . , tn, written as
t〈t1, . . . , tn/x1, . . . , xn〉,
is also defined by structural induction on the complexity of t in the usual way.
2.3. Computable functions on abstract data structures
We are interested in the set PREC(A) of partial recursive functions on an algebra A. It
turns out there are many approaches to capturing this set, see [17]. For the purposes of this
paper two are of special interest: the while-array programming language and the course-
of-values (cov) induction scheme. We will use the while-array programming language as
a calibration against which the recursive eds can be measured for soundness and adequa-
cy. The cov induction schemes are introduced to simplify demonstrating the adequacy of
recursive eds.
First, recall the following on partial functions:
1. A function f : A→ B is partial when, for some values a ∈ A, there is no value b ∈ B
such that f (a) = b. If a does not take a value under f, we write f (a) ↑. Conversely, if f
maps a to b, we write f (a) ↓ b.
2. Let f, g : A→ B be two partial functions. When f (a) ↓ b if g(a) ↓ b, and f (a) ↑ if
g(a) ↑, and vice versa, we write f (a)  g(a). In addition, if for all a ∈ A, f (a) 
g(a), then we write f  g.
3. The strict extension 
f = (f1, . . . , fm) of m partial functions typed, for 1  i  m, fi :
A→ Bi is defined 
f (a) ↓ (b1, . . . , bm) if every fi(a) ↓ bi and 
f (a) ↑ if any fi(a) ↑.
A while program P on an algebra A is a single structured program generated from the
statements: skip; assignment; if . . . then . . . else . . . fi; sequence; and while . . . do . . . od.
P has input, output and local program variables; all of these take their values from the
carriers of the algebra A. A while-array program P on an algebra A is identical to a while
program on A except its local program variables (only) take their values from the carriers
of A∗. For P a program (while or while-array), [[P ]]A denotes the function computed by
P on A.
A function f : Au → Av is said to be while (or while-array) computable on A if there
exists a while (or, respectively, while-array) program P such that [[P ]]A  f .
Let while(A) be the class of functions while computable on A; and similar for while-
array(A).
It is known that if the term evaluation map te for A is computable by a while program on
A, then while programs on A are equivalent to while-array programs on A, i.e. while(A) =
while-array(A).
The cov induction scheme is a generalisation of the primitive recursion induction
scheme. Primitive recursion permits recursion over the natural numbers using the successor
construction function, i.e. in general
f (0, x) = g(x), (1)
f (succ(n), x) = h(n, x, f (n, x)). (2)
Course-of-values generalises this by including a function δ to reduce the recursing argu-
ment, i.e. in general
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f (0, x) = g(x), (3)
f (n, x) = h(n, x, f (δ(n, x), x)) for n > 0, (4)
where δ(n, x) < n.
Primitive recursion induction schemes are equivalent to while program schemes on
a standard algebra A and cov induction schemes are equivalent to while-array program
schemes on a standard algebra A, see [16] for details.
3. Recursive tables and recursive effective definition schemes
3.1. Table notations
A table has a shape that is a non-empty list l1, . . . , lk of integers greater than zero. For
a table T with shape l1, . . . , lk:
• the dimensionality Dim(T) of T is the length k of the list;
• a dimension of T is an integer 1  i  Dim(T );
• the length and index set of a dimension i of T is the integer li from the list and the set
Ii = {1, 2, . . . , li}, respectively;
• the size Size(T ) of T is the product l1 × l2 × · · · × lk .
A table T contains Dim(T) headers H1, . . . , HDim(T ) and one grid G; these are collec-
tively known as the components of T and we write T = (H1, . . . , HDim(T ),G). For each
dimension i of T, the header Hi contains cells hi,αi indexed by αi ∈ Ii . The grid G contains
cells gα1,...,αDim(T ) indexed by (α1, . . . , αDim(T )) ∈ I1 × I2 × · · · × IDim(T ). The index set of
h21 · · · h2l2
h11 g1,1 · · · g1,l2
...
...
.
.
.
...
h1l1 gl1,1 · · · gl1,l2
a table T is ind(T ) = I1 × I2 × · · · × IDim(T ). For any component c of a table T and index
α ∈ ind(T ), let _@_ : {H1, . . . , HDim(T ),G} × ind(T )→T( ∪ , X) access the con-
tents of c at α, i.e.
c@α =
{
gα if c = G,
hi,αi if c = Hi. (5)
Each table T has a value component v. From [14], when v = G then T is termed a
normal function table and when v = Hi , for some dimension i, then T is termed an inverted
function table. The remaining components G1, . . . ,GDim(T ) are T’s guard components.
The restriction to one value component is a simplification of the general case of [9].
3.2. Recursive tables
Let  and  be signatures such that:
• the sorts of  are contained in the sorts of ;
• the functions of  are distinct from .
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Fig. 4. A recursive normal function table.
 names and types the defined functions over : each function in  will, in this case, be
defined by a recursive algebraic function table.
Definition 3.2.1 (Recursive algebraic function table). A recursive algebraic function table
(or recursive table for short) of type w → s is a pair T = (
x, T ) of a list 
x = xs11 , . . . , xsnn
of input variables where w = s1, . . . , sn and table T such that:
1. every cell of each guard component gi of T is a boolean term, i.e. for all α ∈ ind(T ),
gi@α ∈T( ∪ , 
x)bool;
2. every cell of the value component v of T is an s-sorted term, i.e. for all α ∈ ind(T ),
v@α ∈T( ∪ , 
x)s .
Let RFTable(,, X)w→s be the set of all recursive tables of type w → s. For any v =
v1, . . . , vm ∈ S∗, let
RFTable(,, X)u→v = RFTable(,, X)u→v1 × · · · × RFTable(,, X)u→vm.
The attributes of T are inherited from T, e.g. ind(T) = ind(T ).
Example 3.2.2. The normal function table in Fig. 4 illustrates a recursive algebraic table.
It is used to define a function γ : int× int → string(int). This table computes a list of
factors of its first argument. The second argument controls an upper limit of where to begin
hunting for the factors. The (λ) symbol represents the empty string and the (•) symbol
represents string concatenation.
To provide a semantics for the  function names occurring in a recursive table we
construct a -indexed set
RT = {Tγ = (
xγ , Tγ ) ∈ RFTable(,, X)w→s |γ : w → s ∈ }
of recursive tables. We call Tγ ∈ RT the recursive table for γ : w → s from .
Definition 3.2.3 (Decisions of a recursive table). Let T = (
x, T ) be a recursive table. Then,
the decisions Dec(T) of T is an ind(T)-indexed list of decisions
g1@α ∧ · · · ∧ gDim(T)@α → v@α (6)
for α ∈ ind(T).
A table will always have at least one decision.
Example 3.2.4. We display the decisions of the recursive table from Example 3.2.2.
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Index Decision
α = 1, 1 m = 0 ∧ n /= 1 ∧ n mod m = 0 → λ
α = 1, 2 m = 0 ∧ n /= 1 ∧ n mod m /= 0 → λ
α = 1, 3 m = 0 ∧ n = 1 → λ
α = 1, 4 m = 0 ∧ n = 0 → λ
α = 2, 1 m = 0 ∧ n /= 1 ∧ n mod m = 0 → n
α = 2, 2 m = 1 ∧ n /= 1 ∧ n mod m /= 0 → n
α = 2, 3 m = 1 ∧ n = 1 → λ
α = 2, 4 m = 1 ∧ n = 0 → λ
α = 3, 1 m > 1 ∧ n /= 1 ∧ n mod m = 0 → γ (m,m− 1) • γ (n div m,m−1)
α = 3, 2 m > 1 ∧ n /= 1 ∧ n mod m /= 0 → γ (n,m− 1)
α = 3, 3 m > 1 ∧ n = 1 → λ
α = 3, 4 m > 1 ∧ n = 0 → λ
The function documented by a recursive table T is intimately linked to its decisions.
Definition 3.2.5 (Documentability of recursive tables). A recursive table T ∈
RFTable(,, X)w→s documents a function f : Aw → As when its decisions Dec(T)
specify f.
To consider when the decisions Dec(T) of a table T specify f we study the generic
structure of lists of decisions, i.e. recursive eds, as a model of computation for computing
f.
3.3. Recursive effective definition schemes
We introduce recursive eds as a model of computation. It is based on the effective
definition schemes of [3].
Definition 3.3.1 (Clause). A clause of sort s ∈ S over a signature  and a set X of typed
variables is a pair
(b, t) ∈T(, X)bool ×T(, X)s
of terms over (, X)—the first, b, of sort bool and the second, t, of sort s. For a clause
(b, t) we call b the test of the clause and t the result of the clause. We write suggestively a
clause (b, t) as
b → t.
Let C(, X)s =T(, X)bool ×T(, X)s be the set of all s-sorted clauses over (, X).
Definition 3.3.2 (Recursive eds). A recursive eds of type s1 × s2 × · · · × sn → s is a triple
r = (
x, l, g) of a list 
x = xs11 , . . . , xsnn of input variables from X, a length l > 0 of the
recursive eds and a total function
g : {1, . . . , l} → C( ∪ , 
x)s
such that, for 1  i  l, the ith clause of g is
g(i) = bi → ti .
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We write REDS(,, X)w→s for the set of all recursive eds r of type w → s. For any
v = v1, . . . , vm ∈ S∗, let
REDS(,, X)u→v = REDS(,, X)u→v1 × · · · × REDS(,, X)u→vm.
The function of a recursive eds (
x, l, g) ∈ REDS(,, X)w→s can be decomposed to
a pair gb : {1, . . . , l} →T( ∪ , 
x)bool and gt : {1, . . . , l} →T( ∪ , 
x)s of unique
functions where g(i) = gb(i)→ gt (i). Effectively, a recursive eds is a finite list of pairs
of terms featuring function applications from  and .
By selecting a recursive eds rγ ∈ REDS(,, X)w→s for each function name γ : w →
s in  we define
G = {rγ ∈ REDS(,, X)w→s |γ : w → s ∈ }.
For any recursive table T = (
x, T ), a recursive eds representation is simply constructed
as (
x, Size(T),Dec(T)). The application of this construction to every recursive table of a
-indexed set RT of recursive tables generates a -indexed set
GRT =
{
rγ = (
xγ , lγ , gγ ) ∈ REDS(,, X)w→s |γ ∈ 
}
of recursive eds rγ for γ : w → s from , for lγ = Size[Tγ ] and gγ = Dec(Tγ ). For a
vector 
γ = (γ1, . . . , γk), r 
γ = (rγ1 . . . , rγk ).
4. Semantics of recursive EDS
For any recursive eds r ∈ REDS(,, X)w→s , we define both an operational semantics
[[r]]os : Aw → As and a denotational semantics [[r]]ds : Aw → As .
4.1. Operational semantics of recursive EDS
Let G be a -system of recursive eds and A a -algebra. Then, the operational term
semantic function
Os :T( ∪ , X)s → [X → A] → As
is defined to give a value a ∈ As , if one exists, to any term t ∈T( ∪ , X)s using
any assignment σ : X → A. Os(t) : [X → A] → A is a partial function. When Os(t)
(σ ) ↓ a, we write t G,σ−→ a and say that t produces the value a. This makes explicit the
role of G as a factor in determining a, i.e. different recursive eds define different
functions. We use Os(t)(σ ) ↑ to denote that t does not have a semantic value
at σ .
Definition 4.1.1 (Operational term semantic function). For a -system G of recursive eds
and an assignment σ : X → A we define simultaneously for each sort s ∈ S from  the op-
erational term semantic function Os for any term t ∈T( ∪ , X)s by structural induction
on the complexity of t.
1. For a term t ≡ xs ,
(var)
x
G,σ−→ σ(x)
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2. For a term t ≡ cs from ,
(cons)
c
G,σ−→ cA
3. For a term t ≡ f (t1, . . . , tn), for f : w → s from ,
(func) t1
G,σ−→ a1, . . . , tn G,σ−→ an
f (t1, . . . , tn)
G,σ−→ fA(a1, . . . , am)
4. For a term t ≡ γ (t1, . . . , tn), for γ : w → s from ,
(reds)
∃k  lγ s.t. gγ,b(1)〈t1, . . . , tn/
xγ 〉 G,σ−→ ff
...
gγ,b(k − 1)〈t1, . . . , tn/
xγ 〉 G,σ−→ ff
gγ,b(k)〈t1, . . . , tn/
xγ 〉 G,σ−→ tt
gγ,t (k)〈t1, . . . , tn/
xγ 〉 G,σ−→ a
γ (t1, . . . , tn)
G,σ−→ a
Os(t) is partial for one of two reasons. First, the recursion fails to terminate, or second,
for a called recursive eds rγ and all k  lγ ,
gγ,b(k)〈t1, . . . , tn/
xγ 〉 G,σ−→ ff .
It is possible to introduce a fifth rule: for a term t ≡ γ (t1, . . . , tn), for γ : w → s from ,
(reds error)
∀k  lγ gγ,b(k)〈t1, . . . , tn/
xγ 〉 G,σ−→ ff
γ (t1, . . . , tn)
G,σ−→∗
where ∗ represents an error state encountered when none of the tests of a recursive eds eval-
uate to true. To introduce this rule for the operational semantics would require a change in
(1) the definition of the denotational semantics definition of a recursive eds, see Definition
4.2.2, (2) the behaviour of the reds machine when dealing with  recursion, see case 2 in
Section 5.3.2 and (3) additional cases in the proofs. To shorten our exposition we choose
not to introduce this error state.
The following proposition states the deterministic behaviour of Os .
Proposition 4.1.2. For any s∈ S and sorted term t ∈T( ∪ , X)s if σ ≈ σ ′ (rel var(t)),
then Os(t)(σ )  Os(t)(σ ′).
Using Os we define the semantics of any recursive eds from a -system G.
Definition 4.1.3 (Recursive eds function). Let G be a -system of recursive eds and rγ =
(
xγ , lγ , gγ ) ∈ G the recursive eds for γ : w → s from . Then, the recursive eds function
[[rγ ]]os : Aw → As is defined, for any 
a ∈ Aw and assignment σ : X → A, as
[[rγ ]]os(
a)  Os(γ (
xγ ))(σ 〈
a/
xγ 〉).
We strictly extend [[ · ]]os to operate on a vector r 
γ of recursive eds from G.
Definition 4.1.4 (Recursive eds computability). A function f : Au → Av is recursive eds
computable if, and only if, there exists a -system G of recursive eds from which a vector

r ∈ REDS(,, X)u→v is chosen such that f  [[
r]]os.
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4.2. Denotational semantics of recursive EDS
Denotational semantics is an alternative to the structured operational approach. Let A
be an algebra. The flat complete partial order (flat cpo for short) A⊥s , for any sort s ∈ S,
is constructed by including the element ⊥s in the carrier As that is at the bottom 4 of
the partial order s . All values in a carrier As can be injected to the corresponding flat
cpo A⊥s : for any a ∈ As,  a! ∈ A⊥s . Let fA⊥ : (A⊥)w → A⊥s be the strict extension of a
function fA : Aw → As from A where, for any a1, . . . , an ∈ (A⊥)w,
fA⊥(a1, . . . , an) =
{ fA(a1, . . . , an)! if no ai =⊥si ,
⊥s if any ai =⊥si . (7)
The strict extension of a constant cA is simply cA⊥ =  cA!. Also, for any σ : X → A,  σ! :
X → A⊥ is defined as  σ!(x) =  σ(x)!.
These flat cpos build a continuous function 5 space
Pw→s =
([
(A⊥)w → A⊥s
]
,w→s ,⊥w→s
) (8)
by defining ⊥w→s to be the everywhere undefined function and, for two continuous func-
tions f, g ∈ Pw→s , f w→s g when f (a) s g(a), for a ∈ (A⊥)w.
A -indexed Cartesian product of continuous function spaces, one Pw→s for each γ :
w → s, is a function environment space
P =

 ∏
γ :w→s
Pw→s ,P ,⊥P

 . (9)
Let p ∈ P be a function environment. Then, pγ is the continuous function in P for γ . ⊥P
denotes the -indexed tuple of all undefined functions. For p, q ∈ P, p P q when, for
every γ : w → s, pγ w→s qγ .
Let
V = ([X → A⊥],V ,⊥V ) (10)
be the cpo of assignments, where ⊥V(xs) =⊥s , for any xs ∈ X, and for σ, σ ′ ∈ V, σ V
σ ′ when σ(xs) s σ ′(xs), for every xs ∈ X.
Using the above constructions we first define a function to give a value to a term t ∈
T( ∪ , X)s .
Definition 4.2.1 (Term semantic function). The term semantic function
Ms :T( ∪ , X)s → P → V → A⊥s
is defined, simultaneously over all sorts, for a term t ∈T( ∪ , X)s , a function environ-
ment p ∈ P and an assignment σ : X → A⊥ by structural induction on the complexity
of t.
1. If t ≡ xs , for a variable name x ∈ X of sort s, then Ms(t)(p)(σ ) = σ(x).
2. If t ≡ cs , for a constant name c ∈ + of sort s, then Ms(t)(p)(σ ) = cA⊥ .
3. If t ≡ f (t1, . . . , tn), for a function name f : s1 × · · · × sn → s from , then
Ms(f (t1, . . . , tn))(p)(σ ) = fA⊥(Ms1(t1)(p)(σ ), . . . ,Msn(tn)(p)(σ )).
4 i.e. for any a ∈ As,⊥ss a.
5 A continuous function is one which is both monotonic and limit preserving.
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4. If t ≡ γ (t1, . . . , tn), for a function name γ : s1 × · · · × sn → s from , then
Ms(γ (t1, . . . , tn))(p)(σ ) = pγ (Ms1(t1)(p)(σ ), . . . ,Msn(tn)(p)(σ )).
Note that the value a term is mapped to by Ms is largely dependent on the function
environment and assignment given as arguments to Ms . For a given -system G of re-
cursive eds, it is not appropriate for the function environment to change between term
evaluations. 6 To define the function environment used byMs we first need a function that
associates a value to a recursive eds r ∈ REDS(,, X)w→s .
Definition 4.2.2 (Recursive eds semantic function). A recursive eds semantic function
Rw→s : REDS(,, X)w→s → P → V → A⊥s
is defined, for a recursive eds r = (
x, l, g) ∈ REDS(,, X)w→s , a function environment
p ∈ P and an assignment σ : X → A⊥ as
Rw→s(r)(p)(σ ) =


Ms(gt (1))(p)(σ ) if Mbool(gb(1))(p)(σ )
Ms(gt (2))(p)(σ ) if Mbool(gb(2))(p)(σ ) and
not Mbool(gb(1))(p)(σ )
...
Ms(gt (l))(p)(σ ) if Mbool(gb(l))(p)(σ ) and
not Mbool(gb(1))(p)(σ ) and
not Mbool(gb(2))(p)(σ ) and
...
not Mbool(gb(l − 1))(p)(σ )
⊥ otherwise.
The recursive eds semantic function is used next to build better approximations (in terms
of P ) of the function environment to be used by Ms .
Definition 4.2.3 (The fixed point function). Let G be a -system of recursive eds. For every
function name γ : w → s from  with a recursive eds rγ we define fγ : P → Pw→s for a
function environment p ∈ P and a point 
a ∈ (A⊥)w as
fγ (p)(
a) = Rw→s(rγ )(p)(σ 〈
a/
xγ 〉).
Furthermore, the fixed point function F : P → P is defined for a function environment
p ∈ P by the -indexed family
F(p) = 〈fγ (p)|γ ∈ 〉
of functions.
The justification for naming F : P → P the fixed point function is that all the functions
used to define F are continuous 7 and, hence, by the fixed point theorem, F : P → P has a
least fixed point µF =⊔j∈w{Fj (⊥P )} ∈ P . It is this least fixed point that we use to give
the semantics of the recursive eds in G.
6 Variations in the assignment corresponds with calling functions with different arguments.
7 We note that it is necessary to prove that Ms (t) is both monotone and limit preserving because a monotone
function f : D → F from a cpo D to a flat cpo F need not be continuous, see [19].
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Definition 4.2.4 (Denotational semantics of a term). The denotational term semantic func-
tion
Ds :T( ∪ , X)s → V → A⊥s
is defined on any term t ∈T( ∪ , X)s and assignment σ : X → A⊥ of the variables of
X as
Ds(t)(σ ) =Ms(t)(µF)(σ ).
Proposition 4.2.5. For any s∈ S and sorted term t ∈T( ∪ , X)s if σ ≈ σ ′ (rel. var(t))
then Ds(t)(σ )  Ds(t)(σ ′).
Let σ : X → A be an assignment. Then,  σ! : X → A⊥ is the assignment derived from
σ by injection σ ’s values into A⊥, i.e. for all x ∈ X,  σ!(x) =  σ(x)!.
Definition 4.2.6 (Recursive eds function). Let G be a -system of recursive eds and rγ =
(
xγ , lγ , gγ ) a recursive eds for γ : w → s from. Then, the recursive eds function [[rγ ]]ds :
Aw → As is defined, for any 
a ∈ Aw and assignment σ : X → A⊥, as
[[rγ ]]ds(
a) ↓ Ds(γ (
xγ ))(σ 〈 
a!/
xγ 〉)
if Ds(γ (
xγ ))(σ 〈 
a!/
xγ 〉) /=⊥ and
[[rγ ]]ds(
a) ↑
if Ds(γ (
xγ ))(σ 〈 
a!/
xγ 〉) =⊥.
We strictly extend [[ · ]]ds to operate on a vector r 
γ of recursive eds from G.
Definition 4.2.7 (Recursive eds computable). A function f : Au → Av is recursive eds
computable if, and only if, there exists a -system G of recursive eds from which a vector

r ∈ REDS(,, X)u→v of recursive eds is chosen such that f  [[
r]]ds.
4.3. Equivalence of semantics
Theorem 4.3.1 (Equivalence of semantics of recursive eds). Let G be a -system of recur-
sive eds. Then, for any gγ ∈ G and 
a ∈ Aw,
[[rγ ]]ds(
a)  [[rγ ]]os(
a).
Proof. By unfolding the definitions of [[ · ]]ds, [[ · ]]os,D and O and noting that, for any
assignments σ : X → A and σ ′ : X → A⊥, variables 
x ∈ X of type w ∈ S∗ and data 
a ∈
Aw, σ ′〈 
a!/
x〉 ≈  σ 〈
a/
x〉! (rel 
x), we are required to show, for 
a ∈ Aw and b ∈ As ,
Ms(γ (
xγ ))(µF)( σ 〈
a/
xγ 〉!) =  b! /=⊥ ⇐⇒ γ (
xγ )
G,σ 〈
a/
xγ 〉−−−−→ b. (11)
In the proofs of either direction of (11) we replace (1) γ (
xγ ) with an arbitrary term
t ∈T( ∪ , X)s and (2) σ 〈
a/
xγ 〉 with an arbitrary assignment σ .
(⇒) Let the variables of the term t be var(t) = {xs11 , . . . , xskk } and select, for each xi ∈
var(t), a term ti ∈T( ∪ , Y )si . Then, for any assignments σ : Y → A and σ ′ : X →
A⊥, we show
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Ms(t)(F
j (⊥))(σ ′〈 Os(t1)(σ )!/x1, . . . ,  Os(tk)(σ )!/xk〉) =  b! /=⊥
$⇒ t〈t1/x1, . . . , tk/xk〉 G,σ−→ b. (12)
The proof of (12) is constructed by induction on j and then t. The use of a term ti to give a
value to variable xi by the operational semantics Omakes it possible to apply the induction
hypothesis in the case of j = j ′ + 1 and t ≡ γ (t ′1, . . . , t ′n) and is a consequence of the
definition of the components fγ of the fixed point function F (see Definition 4.2.3).
When X = Y and we select, for each variable xi ∈ var(t), ti to be xi , (12) simplifies to
Ms(t)(F
j (⊥))(σ ′〈 σ(x1)!/x1, . . . ,  σ(xk)!/xk〉) =  b! /=⊥ $⇒ t G,σ−→ b (13)
that, because σ ′   σ! (rel x1, . . . , xk), and Proposition 4.2.5, reduces further to
Ms(t)(F
j (⊥))( σ!) =  b! /=⊥ $⇒ t G,σ−→ b. (14)
Furthermore, by continuity, for any assignment σ : X → A, ifMs(t)(µF)( σ!) =  b! /=⊥
then there exists a j ∈ N such that Ms(t)(F j (⊥))( σ!) =  b! /=⊥. Combining this with
(14), completes the proof ⇒ of (11).
(⇐) Proceed by structural induction on the complexity of t. The interesting case is for a
 function application. If t ≡ γ (t1, . . . , tn) and t G,σ−→ b, then the reds operational rule tells
us that there exists a k  lγ such that gγ,b(k)〈
t/
xγ 〉 G,σ−→ tt and gγ,t (k)〈
t/
xγ 〉 G,σ−→ b and,
for all i < k, gγ,b(i)〈
t/
xγ 〉 G,σ−→ ff . By working through the definition of the denotation-
al semantics and a substitution lemma to replace Ms(t)(p)(σ 〈Mw(
t)(p)(σ ′)/
xγ 〉) with
Ms(t〈
t/
xγ 〉)(p)(σ ′) we derive
Ms(γ (
t))(µF)( σ!) =


Ms(g¯γ,t,1)(µF)( σ!)
if Mbool(g¯γ,b,1)(µF)( σ!)
Ms(g¯γ,t,2)(µF)( σ!)
if Mbool(g¯γ,b,2)(µF)( σ!) and
not Mbool(g¯γ,b,1)(µF)( σ!)
...
Ms(g¯γ,t,lγ )(µF)( σ!)
if Mbool(g¯γ,b,lγ )(µF)( σ!) and
not Mbool(g¯γ,b,1)(µF)( σ!) and
not Mbool(g¯γ,b,2)(µF)( σ!) and
...
not Mbool(g¯γ,b,lγ−1)(µF)( σ!)
⊥ otherwise,
(15)
where g¯γ,t,i = gγ,t (i)〈
t/
xγ 〉, and similar for g¯γ,b,i . The induction hypothesis applied to
the sequents of the reds rule forces the conditional equation (15) to evaluate the kth case,
i.e.
Ms(γ (t1, . . . , tn))(µF)( σ!) =Ms(g¯γ,t,k)(µF)( σ!) =  b! /=⊥,
from which we conclude
γ (t1, . . . , tn)
G,σ−→ b $⇒Ms(γ (t1, . . . , tn))(µF)( σ!) =  b! /=⊥ . 
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5. Computational completeness of recursive EDS
To demonstrate the computational completeness of recursive eds we prove
REDS(A) = while-array(A) (16)
by simulating the evaluation of a recursive eds in a while-array program, and vice versa.
In both cases an intermediate model of computation is used.
To build a-system of recursive eds to simulate the execution of a while-array program
P first note that there exists a cov induction scheme αP that simulates P, see [16]. The
translation of the cov induction scheme αP to a P -system of recursive eds that simulates
αP produces the desired result. This translation is laborious but un-complicated.
However, to build a while-array program P  to simulate a -system of recursive eds
is not so clear. The unfolding of the recursion needs to be tracked using appropriate data
structures. Instead of presenting a correct but difficult to read while-array program, a
specialised machine capable of evaluating recursive eds is first defined and then, separately,
it is shown that this machine can be programmed in the while-array language.
5.1. The REDS machine
The reds machine is a stack based machine. For any term t ∈T( ∪ , X)s given as
input to the reds machine, it removes calls to the recursive eds in t by unfolding the recur-
sion and syntactic transformations. These unfoldings and transformations must preserve
the semantics of the original term t. If the reds machine can remove all recursive calls from
t to produce a term t ′ ∈T(, X)s , then term evaluation will supply a value for t ′, and
hence t. (Note that term evaluation is while-array computable.)
5.2. Stacks and term-instructions
The reds machine has two stacks: a work and a storage stack. The work stack is never
empty and its top element is used to control the behaviour of the reds machine.
Both stacks store term-instruction pairs (or term-instructions for short) (t, i) ∈T( ∪
, X)×I, whereI is the set of instructions of the reds machine. There are three types of
instructions:
1. A termination instruction Halt will instruct the reds machine to finish its unfolding and
transformations.
2. Substitution instructions Sub-j and FSub are used to substitute transformed sub-terms
t ′1, . . . , t ′n in a function application f (t1, . . . , tn).
3. Recursion instructions Test,FTest and Result-j are used for unfolding a call to a recur-
sive eds.
At any step, the reds machine’s work stack will contain k  1 term-instructions
(wt1, wi1), (wt2, wi2), . . . , (wtk, wik) and its storage stack l  0 term-instructions
(pt1, pi1), (pt2, pi2), . . . , (ptl, pil), see Fig. 5.
5.3. Behaviour
The reds machine is started with an empty storage stack and a work stack containing
the single term-instruction (t,Halt), for t ∈T( ∪ , X).
The machine operates by inspecting the term-instruction (wt1, wi1) on the top of the
work stack. Primarily, the term wt1 selects one of three cases:
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Fig. 5. The work and storage stack of term-instructions of the reds machine.
1. wt1 can be a term without any  symbols;
2. wt1 can be a function application f from  applied to sub-terms that may contain 
symbols; or
3. wt1 can be a function application γ from .
In the first case the machine does not have to eliminate any  operations and its behaviour
is then determined by the instruction wi1. In the other two cases (wt1, wi1) is moved over
to the storage stack and new term-instructions are placed on the work stack.
5.3.1.  function application
In the case that wt1 ≡ f (t1, . . . , tn), f : w → s from , the new term-instructions
pushed on to the work stack are (ti , Sub-i), for 1  i < n, and (tn,FSub), see Fig. 6(a). If
the reds machine can remove the recursive calls from each of the sub-terms t1, . . . , tn
generating new terms t ′1, . . . , t ′n, then the machine will consider each term-instruction
(t ′i , Sub-i), for 1  i < n, and (t ′n,FSub) in turn.
In each case the machine will substitute t ′j , for 1  j  n, for the original sub-term tj
held in the top of the storage stack before removing, when j < n, (t ′j , Sub-j) or finally
(t ′n,FSub), see Fig. 6(b) and (c). After removing (t ′n,FSub) the machine will move the
term-instruction (f (t ′1, . . . , t ′n), wi1) from the storage stack back to the work stack.
5.3.2.  recursion
In the case that wt1 ≡ γ (t1, . . . , tn), γ : w → s from , the new term-instructions
pushed on to the work stack are (gγ,b(j)(〈
t/
xγ 〉),Test), for 1  j < lγ , (gγ,b(lγ )(〈
t/
xγ 〉),
FTest) and (gγ,t (k)(〈
t/
xγ 〉),Result-(lγ − k)), 1  k  lγ , see Fig. 7. If removing the
recursive calls from one of the tests gγ,b(j)〈
t/
xγ 〉, 1  j  lγ , generates a term b′j , then
the reds machine will behave in one of three ways.
1. If te(b′j , σ ) = true, then the reds machine will attempt to remove the recursive calls
from the result gγ,t (j)〈
t/
xγ 〉. If this generates a term t ′j , then this will replace the term
wt1 left on the storage stack. Then any remaining term-instruction pairs left on the
work stack from processing γ (t1, . . . , tn) are removed before transferring the top of the
storage stack back on to the top of the work stack.
2. If te(b′j , σ ) = false, then the instruction i paired with b′j determines the behaviour.
(a) If i ≡ Test, then the reds machine will first discard the result paired with b′j before
attempting to remove the recursive calls from the following test gγ,b(j + 1)〈
t/
xγ 〉.
(b) If i ≡ FTest, then the reds machine will deliberately enter an infinite loop.
5.4. Machine value
Definition 5.4.1. The machine value of a term t ∈T( ∪ , X) for an assignment σ :
X → A is given by the partial function
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Fig. 6. The stages of the reds machine for a  function application f (t1, . . . , tn) on the top of the work stack. (a)∑
function application f (t1, . . . , tn) pushes its sub-terms onto the work stack. (b) After substituting t ′j for tj in
f (t ′1, . . . , t ′j−1, tj , . . . , tn) on top of storage stack and removing (t ′j , Sub-j) from work stack. (c) After substituting
t ′n for tn in f (t ′1, . . . , t ′n−1, tn) on top of storage stack, removing (t ′j , FSub) from work stack and moving the top
of the storage stack to the work stack.
mv :T( ∪ , X)× [X → A] → A
defined as mv(t, σ ) ↓ te(t ′, σ ) if the reds machine can eliminate all recursive calls from t
to produce t ′. If the machine does not halt, then mv(t, σ ) ↑.
Definition 5.4.2. Let G be a -system of recursive eds and rγ = (
xγ , lγ , gγ ) a recur-
sive eds for γ : w → s from G. Then [[rγ ]]M : Aw → As is defined, for all a ∈ Aw and
assignment σ : X → A, as
[[rγ ]]M(a) = mv(γ (
xγ ), σ 〈a/
xγ 〉).
We strictly extend [[ · ]]ds to operate on a vector r 
γ of recursive eds from G.
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Fig. 7. The tests and results of the recursive eds defining γ are pushed on to the work stack.
Lemma 5.4.3. Let G be a -system of recursive eds. Then, for any recursive eds rγ of G,
[[rγ ]]os  [[rγ ]]M.
5.5. While-array program of a REDS machine
It is a simple yet tedious chore to construct a while-array program to simulate a REDS
machine. Here we sketch the salient points.
The array features are used to simulate the stacks of the REDS machine, for e.g. pop(s)
= newlength(s, length(s)− 1). We use an effective Gödel numbering φ : N →T( ∪
, X)×I of the term-instructions and write (t, i)rep to denote the representation n ∈ N
of (t, i), i.e. φ(n) = (t, i). The tests and operations of Fig. 8 for the representation (t, i)rep
of a term-instruction are decidable and effective in while-array due to the effective num-
bering φ of term-instructions. In addition, we note that [16] show that term evaluation is
always while-array computable for any standard signature .
6. Related work and concluding remarks
6.1. Tables: some historical remarks
The use of tables, specifically in the guise of decision tables, as a technique for aiding
software developers was recognized by early researchers during the sixties and seven-
ties, see [10] for a survey of decision tables in the sixties. Decision tables are still an
active research topic, see [2,8,11]. We believe that decision tables are as expressive as
finite algebraic tables.
In 1978, Parnas and others worked with tables to document the computational require-
ments of a complex embedded system component of the A-7E naval aircraft as part of the
pilot software cost reduction (SCR) project, see [6,7]. Only three distinct types of tables are
used in the SCR project and they are collectively referred to as the SCR tables. The SCR
tables have remained unchanged since their original conception in 1978, see [4]. We believe
that SCR tables are as expressive as finite algebraic tables. This belief is strengthened by
the transformation of tables in [21] and the closure of composition result in [18].
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Fig. 8. The effective tests and operations for a represented (t, i)rep term-instruction necessary to implement the
REDS machine.
Finite algebraic tables have been used in [21] (and the sequel [22]) for describing trans-
formations of tables. In [20], finite nested algebraic tables are used for documenting the
next state function n : S × C → S that defines the behaviour of a reactive system modelled
by the sets S and C of states and commands, respectively.
6.2. Related work
To use tables effectively for describing computations a semantics is necessary. An initial
description of the syntax and semantics of a variety of tables is given in [14]. Heitmeyer
et al. [5] provide a semantics for the SCR formalism that includes the SCR tables. However,
both of these are unsatisfactory from a table perspective because, for each new type of table,
a separate semantics is given that describes how the cells of the table combine to define a
function or relation.
Janicki [9] proposes a cell connection, a table predicate rule and a table relation rule for
homogenising the semantics of tables that document an input–output relation R ⊆ X × Y
(equivalent to a multi-valued partial function). The cell connection separates the compo-
nents of a table into input and output. The predicate and relation rules combine the cells
of the input and output components (respectively) located at a given index α ∈ I to form a
single test Pα and result Rα . The union of all Pα ∧ Rα defines the R. Abraham [1] extends
the work of Janicki [9] to homogenise the semantics of a wider class of tables including
SCR, vector and decision tables by considering operations other than set union on Pα ∧ Rα .
However, none of the above semantics explicitly or adequately manages recursive ta-
bles. The PVS system has been extended with a table constructor, see [12]. Currently, the
PVS system incorporates facilities for defining Parnas, SCR and decision tables only. The
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PVS system permits recursive functions including those defined by tables. Unfortunately
there are no formal semantics for recursion in PVS, see [13].
6.3. Concluding remarks
We have defined a class of recursive tables using algebraic techniques. The tabular ap-
proach brings a capability for documentation, the algebraic approach brings the diversity
of data types and the recursion brings expressive power. The relationship between tables
and decisions (initially started by [1,9]) is used to cleanly separate the semantics for lists
of decisions from the semantics of tabular documentation.
That different classes of tables give rise to different classes of lists of decisions is natu-
ral. Finite algebraic tables give rise to finite eds (and the class FEDS(A) of functions defin-
able over an algebra A) and it is known that finite eds are only as expressive as straight-line
programs, see [15,19]. Infinite algebraic tables give rise to the eds of [3] that were shown
to be equivalent to while-array programs in [19].
Recursive eds are a new model of computation for the express purpose of studying the
semantics of the lists of decisions of (finite) recursive algebraic tables. The semantics of
recursive eds and their equivalence to while-array programs is based on work in [19]. New
here is the presentation of the reds machine in Section 5 to prove REDS(A) $⇒ while-
array(A). In addition to proving the soundness of recursive eds as a model of computation,
the reds machine provides a basis for implementing tools for evaluating recursive tables.
These results give us a better understanding of the expressiveness of tables. Fig. 9 sum-
marises the relationships between the family of program schemes and the family of eds for
a standard algebra A.
It is clear that both eds and recursive eds are expressively equal to each other. They
differ as follows: eds are an effective enumeration of a computation tree while recursive
eds generate computation trees (by tracing their evaluation). Expressing this in terms of
infinite tables and recursive tables it is clear that, for documenting a given computable
function, the infinite table requires the enumeration of a computation tree to be considered
while the recursive table requires a finite characterisation of this computation tree. This
advantage parallels why recursion is used to describe algorithms rather than a computation
tree of all possible algorithm executions.
Although these results indicate that the tables reported in the literature are based around
an expressively weak documentation technique, we must consider (1) these tables are used
Fig. 9. The relationships between the programming schemes and eds.
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for systems for which unbounded computation is not desirable and (2) they are predomi-
nantly focused on the early requirements life-cycle phase where high-level abstractions are
widely and beneficially used.
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